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• Short Essay on Friendship –

Friendship is one of the purest human bonds that is above blood
relations , selfishness , maturity , money or anything . It is the feeling
of understanding each other , sharing  emotions of  happiness and
sadness ; Friendship is something that can’t be defined in the
boundaries of words , It can only be experienced and cherished .

Having friends in our lives allows us to enjoy moments which we can’t
enjoy alone or with our families . Friends understand us , Usually
people with the same interests become friends. They like what we like
, they enjoy doing what we enjoy doing and that’s when the magic of
friendship starts .

Friends like similar things , they start spending time together , They
start to share their feelings with their friends and trust starts to build ;
once there is trust between friends they become best friends .
Friendship is not the type of relationship where we expect something
in return , Friends are just friends . They will make you laugh in your
hardest moments and can make you feel embarrassed in your best
moments. There are no rules in Friendship ; Which makes it more
exciting and thrilling .

There are a lot of things that give us stress in our lives , For students ;
Homeworks , grades, etc . For grown ups ; Jobs , work ,
responsibilities. But for everyone There is one thing that uplifts them
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from stress and makes them forget about their problems and that is
friends .

Having some good friends to enjoy with , one who understands you
and supports you is worth more than millions of dollars . There are
many rich , famous and powerful people who get into depression
because there is no-one ; With whom they can share their thoughts.
But when you have good friends , just having a 10 minutes
conversation on phone with them can refresh you and can make you
feel better .

What is friendship essay

What is friendship? It is the purest form of relationship between two
individuals with no hidden agenda. As per the dictionary, it is the
mutual affection between people. But, is it just a mutual affection? Not
always, as in the case of best friends, it is far beyond that. Good
friends share each other’s feelings or notions which bring a feeling of
togetherness and mental relief .

• Essay about friendship ( Long ) –

What is friendship? It is the purest form of relationship between two
individuals with no hidden agenda. As per the dictionary, it is the
mutual affection between people. But, is it just a mutual affection? Not
always, as in the case of best friends, it is far beyond that. Good
friends share each other’s feelings or notions which bring a feeling of
togetherness and mental relief .

Good friends can change your life , they can make it much more
exciting and memorable. Generally people of the same interest
become friends ; Whether they have the same interests or not, if



anyone feels comfortable and enjoys the company of someone  then
they can be friends . Friendship is all about mutual understanding and
cooperation.  Friends are there for your tough times and friends are
there for your happy moments .

Humans are an emotional species. They have thousands of thoughts
and emotions in their mind ; those emotions want themselves to get
expressed and in this meaningful world , we can’t express our feelings
or can share our emotions with anyone ; And for that there are friends
. Just having small talks with some good old friends can have amazing
effects .

Importance of friendship –

To know about the importance of friendship , ask someone who
doesn't have friends . Friends are most important when we feel lonely
and down in our life . There are many factors in this modern human
society that can make us demotivated , not doing well in academics or
having relationship crises or having problems in bearing all the
responsibilities of life . If we have good friends to whom we can share
our thoughts with , they will surely help us in overcoming our problems
.

The true value of friendship can be realized in times of emergency. If
you don’t have anyone whom you can call at midnight and be sure
that they would come to help you then you are missing too much in
your life . Good friends can give you confidence and moral support in
life.

There are rich and famous people who gets depressed or get drug
addicted and what’s the main reason for it ? They don’t have real
friends to whom they can share their emotions . In the race of earning



money and fame , People lose their friends but it’s the friends that
helps us in the toughest times of our lives and just having one good
friend in life can be the greatest treasure for anyone .

Types of friendship –

According to one of the greatest philosopher, Aristotle ; There are
three types of friendship :-

● Friendship based on utility ( meaning )
● Friendship based on pleasure .
● Friendship based on Goodness

The first type of friendship is the friendship that is based on utility .
Most of our friends fall in this category. They are our friends just
because we are fulfilling some of their needs directly or indirectly .
This type of friendship is a fake friendship and doesn’t last long .

The second type of friendship is based on pleasure. This type of
friendship is made for the purpose of pleasure , for having fun or just
for the purpose of enjoyment . There is no disadvantage in this type of
friendship but this type of friends generally aren't true friends and the
friendship gets over when the pleasure from the friendship is over .

The third type of friendship is based on goodness . This is the
strongest type of friendship . The basis of this type of friendship is
Understanding and trust . These types of friends get connected by
heart and share a great bond , Generally they are the lifelong true
friends that aren’t for pleasure or for their own benefits but for your
and their happiness .

Conclusion –



True friends are important in life. They can make our life beautiful and
much more interesting . Having good friends gives us confidence and
boosts our morale . Humans aren’t some type of machine that can
only work. We have just got one life ; We came with nothing and we
can’t take anything with us when we die but between the birth and
death there is a Time and we should enjoy that time by making some
friends and enjoying our life with them .

• 10 Lines about friendship –

✔ FRIENDS ARE OUR LIFE.
✔ FRIENDS ARE SOMEONE WHO REALLY CARES.
✔ FRIENDS CAN BE THE KEY TOWARDS THE SUCCESS
✔ FRIENDS ARE OUR CARETAKER ,OUR SUPPORTER, OUR
HELPER AND EVERYTHING.
✔ FRIENDS FORM A VERY LOVELY RELATION WITH US.
✔ FRIENDS NEVER LEAVE US ALONE IN THE DARKNESS.
✔ FRIENDS MAKE US LEARN SOMETHING NEW.
✔ FRIENDS MAKE US HAPPY.
✔ FRIENDS ARE VERY IMPORTANT IN THE LIFE.
✔ FRIENDS KEEP US AWAY FROM BAD THINGS.
✔ FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS WITH US IN BOTH GOOD TIME AS
WELL AS BAD TIME.


